AbstractÐThe observed image texture for a rough surface has a complex dependence on the illumination and viewing angles due to effects such as foreshortening, local shading, interreflections, and the shadowing and occlusion of surface elements. We introduce the dimensionality surface as a representation for the visual complexity of a material sample. The dimensionality surface defines the number of basis textures that are required to represent the observed textures for a sample as a function of ranges of illumination and viewing angles. Basis textures are represented using multiband correlation functions that consider both within and between color band correlations. We examine properties of the dimensionality surface for real materials using the Columbia Utrecht Reflectance and Texture (CUReT) database. The analysis shows that the dependence of the dimensionality surface on ranges of illumination and viewing angles is approximately linear with a slope that depends on the complexity of the sample. We extend the analysis to consider the problem of recognizing rough surfaces in color images obtained under unknown illumination and viewing geometry. We show, using a set of 12,505 images from 61 material samples, that the information captured by the multiband correlation model allows surfaces to be recognized over a wide range of conditions. We also show that the use of color information provides significant advantages for three-dimensional texture recognition.
INTRODUCTION
S PATIAL structure in the color image of a surface is the result of a combination of physical factors. For a smooth planar surface, these factors include spatial variation in surface color and sensor noise. For rough surfaces, image spatial variation is also caused by local shading and highlights, interreflections, and the shadowing and occlusion of local surface elements by neighboring elements. Following the nomenclature in [6] , we use 2D-texture to refer to texture associated with smooth planar surfaces. The primary physical cause of 2D-texture is local variation in surface spectral reflectance. 3D-texture refers to texture caused by effects related to local height variation on rough surfaces.
Traditional texture models characterize observed image texture without considering the underlying physics or geometry in the scene [3] , [10] . The analysis of texture in three-dimensional scenes has focused mainly on smooth planar surfaces. Foreshortening and scale effects are the primary sources of variation in the appearance of these 2D-textures [8] . Several methods exploit these effects to recover surface shape or depth, e.g., [1] , [2] , [13] , [18] , [20] , [24] , [26] . However, these algorithms do not account for effects due to surface roughness.
The bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) quantifies, for all pairs of illumination and viewing directions, the fraction of incident light that a surface will reflect to the viewer [25] . The BRDF and a description of the illumination environment can be used to predict observed intensity at a pixel. The Lambertian BRDF has enjoyed widespread use for modeling smooth matte surfaces. The Torrance-Sparrow model [27] for describing surface reflection from rough surfaces has been used extensively in computer vision and graphics. Wolff [28] extended the Lambertian model for smooth dielectric surfaces by considering subsurface scattering and surface boundary effects. Oren and Nayar [21] , [23] derived a reflectance model for rough matte surfaces that includes local occlusion, shadowing, and interreflections. Koenderink et al. [15] , [16] developed an orthonormal basis representation for BRDFs that can be used to approximate measured data.
A generalization of the BRDF that can be used to describe the spatial structure of intensity over an image region has been termed the bidirectional texture function (BTF) [6] . The BTF describes the appearance of a textured surface as a function of the illumination and viewing directions. For matte 2D-textures, the BTF need only model foreshortening and scale effects that have been widely used by shape-fromtexture algorithms. For 3D-textures, the BTF must also capture more complicated effects such as local shading, interreflections, and the shadowing and masking of surface elements. The modeling of some of these effects for image rendering is discussed in [14] and the special case of perpendicular textures is analyzed in [19] . Unfortunately, the lack of appropriate data sets has limited attempts to characterize the BTF for 3D-textures. This difficulty has been ameliorated by the construction of the Columbia Utrecht Reflectance and Texture (CUReT) Database [5] , [6] , [7] . The database contains at least 205 color images for each of 61 samples, where the set of images for each sample is obtained over a wide range of viewing and illumination directions. The CUReT database has been used by Dana and Nayar [4] to confirm models for observed intensity distribution as a function of illumination and viewing angles. Intensity distribution models, however, do not capture the spatial properties of a 3D-texture.
In this paper, we examine the structure of the BTF for 3D-textures using the CUReT Database. A multiband correlation model is used to represent image texture as a function of viewing and illumination angles. For a set of images of a sample over a range of viewing and illumination directions, we define the dimensionality as the number of basis textures that are required to represent the set after 2D-texture effects have been corrected. Pure 2D-textures have a dimensionality of one while 3D-textures have higher dimensionality depending on the complexity of their 3D structure. We examine the dependence of dimensionality on ranges of viewing and illumination angles to gain insight into the variability of texture appearance as conditions change. We also examine the related problem of recognizing textures from the CUReT database under unknown viewing and illumination geometry. As part of these experiments, we demonstrate the advantages of using color information for 3D-texture recognition.
COLOR TEXTURE IN THREE DIMENSIONS

Modeling Scene Geometry
Let a textured planar surface have a local coordinate system x t Y y t Y z t such that the x t y t plane coincides with the planar surface and z t is normal to the surface. Also, define a viewing coordinate system x v Y y v Y z v having an origin coinciding with the texture coordinate system origin and such that the x v y v plane is parallel to the viewing plane and z v points in the direction of the viewer. The z v axis forms a polar angle v with the z t axis. On the x t y t plane, the projection of the z v axis forms an azimuth angle 0 v with the positive x t axis. The illumination direction can be represented by a polar angle i and an azimuth angle 0 i . These definitions are depicted in Fig. 1 .
Under orthographic projection with magnification e, a point t x 
I
The angle accounts for the rotation of the viewing plane about the z v axis. The rightmost matrix in (1) accounts for the projection of the textured surface onto the viewing plane. This matrix simplifies to the identity matrix for the special case where the viewing direction is parallel to the surface normal ( v H).
Modeling Color Texture
As in previous work [12] , [17] , we model color texture using multiband correlation functions. For bands s i xY y and s j xY y, the spatial correlation function is given by: where is a scaling factor that depends on the illumination directions for the two images and m m n . Since we will consider normalized correlation functions, the scale factor will be omitted from subsequent discussion.
DIMENSIONALITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we introduce the dimensionality surface as a measure of the variability in the appearance of a sample due to 3D-texture effects as the illumination and viewing geometry change. We begin by correcting for the viewing geometry to remove pure 2D-texture effects. The remaining 3D effects are modeled using an orthonormal basis expansion for the corrected multiband correlation functions for a sample. The dimensionality required by the expansion is a measure of the complexity of the appearance of the sample over a range of illumination and viewing angles.
Correcting for Viewing Angle
The appearance of a matte 2D-texture in three dimensions will change according to the geometric transformation in (1). However, for 3D-textures, shadowing, masking, and interreflection effects among surface elements will also affect the way the texture appears as the viewing and illumination angles change. We can examine the complexity of the appearance of a 3D-texture by using a set of images of the texture obtained under known viewing and illumination geometry. The observed texture for each image can be characterized by the correlation functions H ij mY n. In order to isolate 3D-texture effects, we can remove global foreshortening and rotation by using w in (3) to transform the correlation functions H ij mY n obtained under viewing parameters eY Y v Y 0 v to the scaled corrected correlation functions ij mY n for the texture viewed head-on with unity magnification. For a matte 2D-texture illuminated by a single source, the corrected correlation functions for any view will be the same up to a multiplicative factor as the correlation functions for the original sample viewed head-on.
Computing Dimensionality
Consider the corrected correlation functions ij mY n that are computed from an image of a sample. For an RGB color image, there are six correlation functions, namely rr , rg , r , gg , g , and . The symmetry of correlation functions enables us to use nine correlation functions over the m ! H half of the mY n plane to represent the six correlation functions over the entire mY n plane. For an RGB color image, this yields the nine correlation functions
Suppose that each corrected correlation function is represented for discrete values of m and n given by H m m mx and Àn mx n n mx . Each corrected correlation function can then be represented by a length v m mx IPn mx I vector and the set of nine corrected correlation functions can be represented by a length Wv vector. Suppose that we have a collection of g color images of a sample that have been obtained over a range of viewing and illumination angles. To determine the dimensionality of the collection, we form a Wv Â g matrix , where each column of is the length Wv vector containing the values of the corrected functions ij mY n for one image. Each column of is normalized to unit length so that each of the g images is weighted equally by the dimensionality analysis. The singular value decomposition (SVD) [9] AE R provides a diagonal matrix AE containing the singular values ' I ! ' P ! Á Á Á ! ' g . The sizes of the x largest singular values determine how well the columns of can be approximated by an orthonormal basis formed by the first x columns of . For a Wv Â g matrix whose SVD is given by (4), the ith column r i can be approximated by:
where x rnk and u j is the jth column of . The total squared error of this approximation over all columns of is given by:
which can be written as:
For any x, the orthonormal basis u I Y u P Y Á Á Á Y u x defines an x-dimensional basis that minimizes 4x. Accordingly, we define the dimensionality of the set of g correlation functions as the smallest positive integer h such that
where p is a fraction near I. A point on the dimensionality surface h vmx Y imx is the value of h obtained for a collection of corrected correlation functions computed from images of a sample over H v vmx and H i imx . We define 1D dimensionality functions with respect to vmx and imx by
These two functions express the dependence of the dimensionality on vmx and imx separately. In this paper, we restrict our attention to variation with the polar angles v and i . For many surfaces, the BRDF is unaffected by rotation of the surface about its normal. For surfaces with oriented structure, however, there can be important dependencies on the azimuth angles.
In the absence of aliasing artifacts, h vmx Y imx is 1 for 2D-textures over all values of vmx and imx . For 3D-textures, h vmx Y imx is the number of basis textures expressed as correlation functions that are required to represent the texture over the range H v vmx and H i imx . Therefore, the dimensionality h vmx Y imx is a measure of the variability in texture appearance over this range of viewing and illumination angles. Correspondingly, h vmx Y imx is also a measure of the difficulty of recognizing the texture over this range of conditions.
DIMENSIONALITY OF REAL 3D-TEXTURES 4.1 Computational Issues
For each color image of a sample, the correlation functions can be estimated using
where Ã is the region in the image that the sample occupies, x x y , s i I jÃj xPÃ s i x, and jÃmj is the number of locations x such that x P Ã and x m P Ã.
The corrected correlation functions can be computed using ij m H ij wm IP with the known matrix w. In our experiments with the CUReT database, the region Ã was typically at least TS pixels high and SH pixels wide and m mx and n mx were each taken to be PH. Since the locations m H m H n H wm are usually noninteger for m defined on an integer grid, the 2D interpolation formula [22] : 
can be used to obtain H ij wm. This gives the corrected correlation functions ij m on an integer grid. A truncated form of (13) using 61 samples in each dimension was used in our study to approximate the infinite sums. The estimated correlation functions were used to compute the dimensionality surface h vmx Y imx defined in Section 3.2 f o r t h e d i s c r e t e s e t o f a n g l e s d 
Dimensionality of CUReT Textures
We examined the properties of the 61 samples in the CUReT Database. For each image, the viewing and illumination geometry is known. This allowed us to compute the dimensionality surface for each of the 61 samples using 205 images of each sample. Fig. 2a is a plot of the average dimensionality surface h vmx Y imx over the 61 samples. We see that h vmx Y imx increases steadily as the ranges of v and i increase. Fig. 2b is a angle increases. We note, for example, that these aliasing artifacts can cause the computed dimensionality of a 2D-texture to exceed one for large values of vmx . The effects of occlusion among rough surface elements also become more severe for larger viewing angles causing increased dimensionality. Fig. 3 is a plot of the distribution of hUH Y UH for the 61 samples considered. The average dimensionality for these samples for this range of angles is 9.
In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , we examine the dimensionality of the CUReT textures when the viewing angle is not corrected. This allows us to consider the amount of variation that is due to both 2D-and 3D-texture effects. This analysis will be revisited in Section 5 when we consider the recognition of 3D-textures that are imaged under unknown viewing and illumination angles. Fig. 4a plots the average dimensionality surface over the 61 samples when the viewing angle is not corrected. As expected, the additional variation that is due to foreshortening and rotation causes a significant increase in dimensionality compared to the result in Fig. 2a. Fig. 4b plots the average h vmx and h imx when the viewing angle is not corrected. Fig. 5 is a plot of the distribution of hUH Y UH without viewing angle correction for the 61 samples. The average dimensionality for this case is 14.
Linearity of Dimensionality
We can examine the linearity of h vmx and h imx over the collection by considering the mean squared error in linearity for each of the 61 samples. The best fit line for a collection of u points I Y h I Y Á Á Á Y u Y h u can be defined by the values of m and that minimize the mean squared error (MSE)
where d j Y h j Y mY is the Euclidean distance between the point j Y h j and the line with slope m and intercept . Fig. 6 plots the distribution of i values for the best fit lines for h vmx and h imx over the 61 material samples. The average value of i over the 61 materials was HXUUU for h vmx and HXHWQS for h imx . Fig. 7a plots h vmx and the corresponding MSE linear fit for the sample with the median MSE over the 61 samples. Fig. 7b is the corresponding plot for h imx . The h vmx curve in Fig. 7a is from sample 3 (terrycloth) and has HXQTV MSE. The h imx curve in Fig. 7b is from sample 12 (rough paper) and has HXHPRP MSE. Fig. 8a plots h vmx and the corresponding MSE linear fit for the sample with the largest MSE over the 61 samples. Fig. 8b is the corresponding plot for h imx . The h vmx curve in Fig. 8a is from sample 44 (linen) and has IIXU MSE. The h imx curve in Fig. 8b is from sample 27 (insulation) and has IXHI MSE. From this analysis, we see that both h vmx and h imx are nearly linear for the vast majority of the textures in the CUReT database. We can also examine the linearity of h vmx and h imx when the viewing angle is not corrected. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of i values for the best fit lines for h vmx and h imx over the 61 material samples. The average value of i over the 61 materials was QXVP for h vmx and HXIVR for h imx . Fig. 10a plots h vmx and the corresponding MSE linear fit for the sample with the median MSE over the 61 samples. Fig. 10b is the corresponding plot for h imx . The h vmx curve in Fig. 10a is from sample 13 (artificial grass) and has QXHI MSE. The h imx curve in Fig. 10b is from sample 14 (roofing shingle) and has HXHSRH MSE. Fig. 11a plots h vmx and the corresponding MSE linear fit for the sample with the largest MSE over the 61 samples. Fig. 11b is the corresponding plot for h imx . The h vmx curve in Fig. 11a is from sample 21 (sponge) and has IIXR MSE. The h imx curve in Fig. 11b is from sample 12 (rough paper) and has PXHU MSE. We see from these figures that, although the MSE is typically larger when the viewing angle is not corrected, both h vmx and h imx are still nearly linear for most of the CUReT textures. The dependence of dimensionality on ranges of illumination and viewing angles has important implications for texture representation and recognition. A material sample with a larger dimensionality for a given vmx Y imx requires more basis textures to represent to the level of accuracy specified by p in (8) . Thus, dimensionality is a measure of the complexity of representing a sample over a range of illumination and viewing angles. As the dimensionality of the samples in a database increases, the overlap in the representations for different samples will also increase making texture discrimination more difficult. The observation that dimensionality increases only linearly with vmx and imx suggests that a large set of textures might be discriminable over a wide range of viewing and illumination angles. In Section 5, we examine this conjecture using the CUReT database.
Example Textures
The frosted glass and rug-b samples are characteristic of textures at opposite ends of the BTF spectrum. The frosted glass sample is nearly a 2D-texture. Fig. 12 shows six images of this sample under varying illumination and viewing angles. The images exhibit little spatial structure. Small color differences from image to image are due to the dependence of the spectral reflectance on the photometric angles. Pure color differences do not affect the correlation functions of (2) since H ij mY n is defined in terms of zeromean spectral bands. Fig. 13a is a plot of the dimensionality surface for this sample and Fig. 13b is a plot of h vmx and h imx X As expected, the dimensionality is 1 or 2 over most of the ranges of viewing and illumination angles.
The rug-b sample has significant height variation over its surface. Fig. 14 shows six images of this sample under varying illumination and viewing angles. The top row displays images of the sample illuminated at normal incidence ( i H) with increasing viewing angle from left to right. The bottom row displays images of the sample viewed head-on ( v H) with increasing illumination angle from left to right. There is significant variability in spatial structure from image to image. In the bottom row, for example, we see that the number of shadowed surface elements increases as the illumination angle increases from left to right. Fig. 15a is a plot of the dimensionality surface for the sample and Fig. 15b is a plot of h vmx and h imx X We see that the dimensionality grows rapidly as a function of both vmx and imx .
RECOGNIZING 3D-TEXTURES
In this section, we consider the recognition of material samples imaged under unknown viewing and illumination geometry. As in Section 3, the representation for each material is an orthonormal basis for the set of multiband correlation functions measured over a range of viewing and illumination angles. We show, using the CUReT database, that this representation can be used for the reliable recognition of a large set of materials over a wide range of conditions. 
3D-Texture Representation
The representation for 3D-textures that will be used for recognition is similar to the basis texture model that was described in Section 3.2. This representation can be constructed for each of the materials in the CUReT database. Specifically, the space of image correlation functions that will be observed for material j as the viewing and illumination angles are varied over the ranges H v vmx and H i imx is spanned by a set of orthonormal basis textures j fu jI Y u jP Y F F F Y u jh j g as described in Section 3.2. To determine the basis textures that represent material j over a range of conditions, we first estimate the correlation functions using (11) for images of the material that satisfy H v vmx and H i imx . Since the viewing angle is assumed unknown during recognition, the correlation functions are not corrected for viewing angle. Using the estimated correlation functions, we form the matrix j as in Section 3.2. Each column of j is a normalized (unit) vector jl of W correlation functions for the lth image. From j , we calculate j in (4) and h j in (8) . We use the first h j columns of j to define the orthonormal basis vectors
for material j over H v vmx and H i imx . These basis vectors span the space of correlation functions that will be observed for material j over the ranges H v vmx and H i imx .
Recognition
A 3D-texture recognition problem consists of a set of x w materials and a range of possible viewing conditions specified by H v vmx and H i imx . If each of the x w database materials is represented by a h j dimensional space as in (15) , then the accuracy of recognition depends on the separability of the spaces that correspond to different materials. The squared distance between a column vector t of correlation functions estimated from the image of an unknown material and the projection of t onto the space of correlation functions that characterize material j is given by:
Thus, dtY j is a measure of the similarity between t and material j. If t lies within the space spanned by the set j , then tY j HX An algorithm to classify t as one of x w database materials would compute tY j for I j x w and classify t as an instance of the database material giving the smallest value of tY j .
Experiments
The difficulty of a 3D-texture recognition problem depends on the allowable range of viewing and illumination geometries. In order to examine this dependence, we conducted recognition experiments over different ranges of viewing and illumination angles. For each experiment, the basis texture representation of (15) was computed for each material using only those images that correspond to the defined range of angles. Similarly, the images used for recognition were restricted to this range. As in Section 4.1, the correlation functions were estimated using m mx n mx PH and each dimensionality h j was determined using p HXWW. For the remainder of this paper, most figures include two sets of plots that correspond to two sets of experiments. In Experiment 1, all eligible images for a specified range of viewing and illumination angles were used for both training and testing. In Experiment 2, about half of the eligible images for each vmx Y imx were used exclusively for training and about half of the eligible images were used exclusively for testing. In the second part of Experiment 2, the images that were previously used for testing for each vmx Y imx were used for training while the training images were used for testing. The classification error rates that we will report for a given vmx Y imx for Experiment 2 are the composite result over the two parts of Experiment 2. 
QH
Y QH , there are only a few eligible images. Thus, classification results for these images using mutually exclusive testing and training images are sometimes worse than performance over larger ranges of angles for which more images are available for training.
For each experiment, the method described in Section 5.2 was used for classification. We can evaluate the performance of a recognition experiment by considering the classification error rate. A classification error occurs when an image corresponding to a given material is classified as an instance of a different material. Fig. 16 plots the classification error rates for experiments corresponding to different values of vmx Y imx . Each experiment used all of the images in the CUReT database that satisfy H v vmx and H i imx . Thus, for the largest range of angles, there were PHS Á TI IPY SHS images used during recognition. For materials with anisotropic textures, the database includes 205 additional images per material that were not considered. Fig. 17 Fig. 17a , the training images were used for testing, while, for Fig. 17b , mutually exclusive training and testing images were used. We see from Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 that, as vmx and imx get larger, the classification error rate typically increases. This is due to the increased variability in texture appearance that occurs as the ranges of angles become larger.
We also examined the dependence of recognition accuracy on the number of basis textures that are used to represent j of (15) for each material. For an experiment that allows f basis vectors, each material j is represented by at most the first f columns of j . If f is larger than h j for a particular material, then only the first h j columns of j are used to prevent the inclusion of unnecessary basis vectors in j . Fig. 18 plots classification error percentage versus the range of angles vmx Y imx for different values of f. We see that, as the number of allowed basis vectors for each material increases up to h j , the performance steadily improves.
Use of Color
In this section, we demonstrate the importance of using color information for 3D-texture recognition. We repeated each recognition experiment using only the red band of each image in the database. Thus, each image was represented using the single spatial correlation function for the red band. Correspondingly, j was constructed using sets of these red band correlation functions that were computed from images of material j obtained over a range of viewing and illumination angles. The recognition experiments were conducted as before using only the red band of each image as input. We also evaluated performance using only the green band, only the blue band, and only the luminance component from s [11] . Fig. 19 plots the classification error rate for each of these four cases, as well as for the color case. The color results correspond to the plots in Fig. 16. From Fig. 19 , we see that performance improves significantly when color information is used. We also see that, as the range of angles increases, the . The top images are from the green band and appear similar. The color images (bottom) are easily distinguishable. It is not surprising that, in both cases, the image in the upper left was incorrectly classified as the material in the upper right when the recognition algorithm used only the single displayed band. However, the color images for each pair of materials are easily discriminated and the color recognition algorithm correctly classifies each of these color textures as the correct material.
CONCLUSION
The dependence of the observed texture of a material sample on viewing and illumination angles can have varying degrees of complexity. For a smooth matte surface, this dependence is well-understood. For rough surfaces with significant local height variation, observed texture is a complicated function of the photometric angles. In this work, we used the CUReT database to examine properties of the bidirectional texture function. We introduced the dimensionality surface to characterize the number of basis textures that are required to represent the set of observed image textures for a material sample over ranges of illumination and viewing angles. The basis textures were represented using multiband correlation functions that capture within and between color band spatial correlations. We showed that the dependence of the dimensionality on the range of viewing and illumination angles is approximately linear for nearly all of the materials in the CUReT database.
We also used the CUReT database to examine the problem of recognizing 3D-textures under unknown illumination and viewing conditions. Each of the 61 samples in the database was represented using an orthonormal basis expansion for the set of observed multiband correlation functions over ranges of illumination and viewing angles. The recognition experiments considered 12,505 images of the 61 materials and quantified the dependence of recognition performance on the allowed range of viewing and illumination angles and the number of basis textures used by the representation. We showed that the multiband correlation model can be used for accurate 3D-texture recognition over a wide range of configurations. We also showed that the use of color information significantly improves the performance of 3D-texture recognition. This improvement is particularly significant for problems involving a wide range of possible scene geometries. 
